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OCCUPATION TIME AND THE LEBESGUE MEASURE
OF THE RANGE FOR A LEVY PROCESS

S. C. PORT

(Communicated by William D. Sudderth)

ABSTRACT. We consider a Levy process on the line that is transient and with

nonpolar one point sets. For a > 0 let A^a) be the total occupation time of

[0, a] and R(a) the Lebesgue measure of the range of the process intersected

with [0, a]. Whenever [0, oo) is a recurrent set we show N(a)/EN(a) —

R(a)/ER(a) converges in the mean square to 0 as a —> oo. This in turn is

used to derive limit laws for  R(a)/ER(a)  from those for  N(a)/EN(a).

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper Xt will be a transient Levy process

that is not a compound Poisson process starting at 0. Let Tx = inf{i > 0: Xt = x}

be the hitting time of the singleton {x}. We will assume throughout that {0} is

not essentially polar, i.e. that Px(To < co) > 0 on a set of positive measure. Let

G(x, A) = /0 Px(Xt E A)dt. Under the above conditions G(x, ■) is absolutely

continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure and there is a version of the density

g(x) having the following properties: (i) g is bounded, (ii) g is continuous except

perhaps at 0 where it may have a jump, (iii) o(0) = g(0+) A o(0-). Let C =

[o(O-l-) Vo(O-)]-1 and let h(x) = P(TX < oo). Then h(x) = Cg(x). The above

facts can be found in [1].

For a>0 let N(a) be the total occupation time of [0,a] and let R(a) be

the Lebesgue measure of the range of the process intersected with [0, a]. Observe

that
i-a pa

(1.1) ER(a) = /   h(x)dx = C      g(x)dx = CEN(a).
Jo Jo

Our goal in this paper is to investigate the asymptotic behavior of ¿2(a) and

N(a)   as  a —» co.

Pruitt and Taylor [6] seem to have been the first to investigate the asymptotic

behavior of R(a) as a —♦ oo. They examined the asymmetric Cauchy processes.

If the asymmetry parameter ß is — 1 (so the process has no positive jumps) then

[0, co) is a transient set and ¿2(a) Î ¿2(oo) a.s. In all other cases [0, co) is a

recurrent set and  ¿2(a) j co  a.s. In this case Pruitt and Taylor [6] showed that

ER(a) ~ fci-— ,        d-^oo,
Ina

for a specified constant   fci,  and found the remarkable fact that

R(a) In a/a —► ¿2
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where ¿2 or ¿2—1 is geometrically distributed, according as ß < 0 or ß > 0. In

[4] the asymptotic behavior of A(a)   was determined for the asymmetric Cauchy

processes. If ß = -1, N(a) Î A(oo) < oo a.s. For ß > -1, N(a)]na/a —►

(l/C)R. Hence for ß > -1 we have the curious fact that N(a)/EN(a) and

R(a)/ER(a)  have the same limiting distribution.

Let   Xt   he a stable process with exponent   a   and asymmetry parameter   ß.

For 6 t¿ 0,  the process  Xt = Xt + bt  is the stable process with drift  b.  Suppose

a < 1.   Then as for the asymmetric Cauchy processes,   [0, oo)   is a transient set if

ß — — 1.   In all other cases   [0, co)   is a recurrent set. It was shown in [4] that for

ß > —1, EN(a) ~ fc2aQ, a —► co, for a specified numerical constant fci, and that

N(a)/EN(a) —♦ N, a —> co, where A is the total occupation time of [0,1] by

the process  Xt.

One of the motivations for the present paper was to find the limiting distribu-

tion for R(a)/ER(a) for the stable processes with drift, exponent a < 1, and

ß > —1. Another motivation was to understand why the limiting distributions

of R(a)/ER(a) and N(a)/EN(a) were the same for the asymmetric Cauchy

processes with  ß > —1.  Remarkably, the following holds.

THEOREM l.   Suppose   [0, co)   is a recurrent set.  Then

¿2(a) N(a)
(1.2) E

ER(a)      EN(a)
0,     a —► co.

If [0, oo) is a transient set ¿2(a) Î ¿2(oo) and N(a) Î N(oo), N(oo) and

¿2(oo) are < co a.s., and generally there is no connection between the distributions

of ¿2(co)   and  A(co).

Theorem 1 shows that when [0, co) is a recurrent set then N(a)/EN(a) and

R(a)/ER(a) are asymptotically equal. This not only explains the equality of the

limiting distributions for the asymmetric Cauchy processes with ß > — 1, but also

yields a powerful tool for finding the limiting distributions for  R(a)/ER(a).

In general, it is usually quite difficult to find the limiting distribution of

R(a)/ER(a) by direct methods, even when considerable information is avail-

able about the asymptotic behavior of g(x). In contrast, it is usually a routine

application of the method of moments to determine the limiting distribution of

N(a)/EN(a) (provided it exists). See e.g. [4]. We will illustrate the use of Theo-

rem 1 by finding the limiting distributions of R(a)/ER(a) for the stable processes

with drift and exponent  a < 1,  and by rederiving the Pruitt-Taylor result.

Let  Xt  be a stable process with drift and exponent  a < 1.  Assume  ß > — 1.

Let

['♦"-(tH-'ItJ"^^
Then it was shown in [4] that  EN(a) ~ A^a", a —♦ co,  and, as mentioned above,

N(a)/k2aa —> N.   Using these facts, (1.1), and Theorem 1, we can conclude the

following.

THEOREM 2.   For a stable process with drift and exponent a < 1   and ß > — 1

fc2 =

R(a)/Ck2aa  % N.
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Note: An explicit formula for  C  can be found in [4].

As a final illustration of the use of Theorem 1 let Xt  he an asymmetric Cauchy

process.  Let   Z   be a geometrically distributed random variable with parameter

p = (1- ß)/(l + ß)   if  ß > 0   and with parameter   (1 + ß)/(l - ß)   if  ß < 0.

Again, by an easy application of the method of moments, it was shown in [4] that

N{a)     D^(Z + 1)   if/?>0
a/Ina C

and

"(fl)   L' 5  if/»<a
a I In a C

Using Theorem 1 we can deduce the result due to Pruitt and Taylor [6] that

R{a)     D    (2+1)    if/?>0    and    ^&--°+Z    if 0 < 0.
a/ In a a/ In a

The proof given here via Theorem 1 seems to be substantially simpler than those

given by Pruitt and Taylor [5, 6].

To prove Theorem 1 we will need the renewal theorem for g(x). Recall that a

process is called type I transient except if it is transient with finite mean b. It is

then called type II.

THEOREM 3. Assume the process is type I. Then lim^i^oo g(x) = 0. As-

sume the process is type II transient and b > 0. Then limI_»_00 g(x) = 0 and

lirn^oo g(x) = 1/6.

Both the stable processes with drift and exponent   a < 1   and the asymmetric

Cauchy processes have infinite mean. It is only for Levy processes with infinite mean

that there is any real problem with the asymptotic behavior of A(a)  and  ¿2(a).

If the process   Xt   has finite mean things are quite simple. Suppose   EXt = bt.

If   b < 0   then   [0, co)   is a transient set since   Xt —► —co   a.s.   On the other

hand if   b > 0, Xt —► co   a.s.   and   [0, co)   is recurrent.  Theorem 3 shows that

for  6 > 0, g(x) —► I/o  as   x —► co   and   g(x) —* 0  as  x —> —co.   Using this fact

an easy computation shows that   E0(N(a)/a - 1/b)2 —» 0.   Thus by Theorem 1

N(a)/EN(a)  and  R(a)/ER(a)  converge in  L2  to  1.  This can be strengthened

to a.s. convergence. That   N(a)/EN(a) —* 1   a.s. is a routine application of the

strong law of large numbers as we shall see. To establish that   R(a)/ER(a) —+ 1

a.s.   we will need to extend a result due to Kesten, Spitzer, and Whitman, for

Brownian motion on   Rd   to the Levy processes considered here.  Since this fact

actually holds in maximum generality we will take this opportunity to place the

fact in the literature.

Let Q be a second countable locally compact Abelian group and let Xt be an

I.D. process on Q such that the smallest closed subgroup of Q containing all of

the possible points of Xt (see p. 158 of [3] for the definition of a possible point)

is Q, and assume Xt is transient. Let Cß(t) be the Haar measure of the set

{x:xEXs + B  for some  s < t}  where  B  is a compact set.

For Brownian motion on Rd, d > 3, Kesten, Spitzer, and Whitman showed

that limi_00 Cß(t)/t — C(B) with probability one, where C(B) is the capacity

of B. This result was never published, but an outline of the proof can be found in

[2, p. 252]. The full proof is in W. W. Whitman's 1964 Cornell University thesis.
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Examination of the proof reveals that in fact the process Xt is Brownian motion if

used in only two ways. (1) Xt is an I. D. process. (2) Let Tb = inf{f > 0: Xt E

B}.  Then

co,(1.3) -t  íPx(TB<t)dx^C(B),    t

and

(1.4) i PX(TB <t,Xs£B for all s > t) dx = tC(B).

In [3] a capacity theory was developed for all transient I. D. processes on £ and

the analogs of (1.3) and (1.4) were shown to be valid. ((1.3) is (11.3) of [3] and

(1.4) is (11.14) of [3]). Consequently, the same proof given for the Brownian motion

case shows the following holds.

THEOREM 4. Let CB(t) be as above. Then limt^oo CB(t)/t = C(B) with

probability one.

We will use Theorem 4 for  B = {0}  to show the following.

THEOREM 5.   Let Xt   be a type II transient process on  ¿2   with mean  b > 0.

Then   N(a)/a —* 1/6   with probability one and   R(a)/a —► C/b   with probability

one as  a —» co.   Also  N(a)/a   and  R(a)/Ca   converge in  L2   to   1/6.

Theorems 1 and 5 apply with obvious modifications to the occupation time

A(ai,a2] of (01,02] and the Lebesgue measure of the range intersected with

(01,02]   as  Oi —► —00, 0,2 —► 00.   We omit the details.

More generally, let Q he a second countable locally compact Abelian group and

Xt a Levy process on Q as described above. Assume Xt is transient and that

{0} is not essentially polar. Let Ai C A2 Ç • • • , \JnAn = A. Assume Az are

relatively compact and that A is recurrent. Let A(A,) be the occupation time

of Ai and R(At) the Haar measure of the range of the process intersected with

Ai.  Then the same arguments show that

( N(At)        R(At)\2

\EN(Al)     ER(Ai))

We omit the details.

2. Proofs.

PROOF OF  THEOREM  3.   We will establish the assertions of Theorem 3 for

a type II process with mean   6 > 0.   The same kind of argument can be used

to establish the assertions of the theorem for a type I process.  As usual, let   C

he the capacity of a point.  Equation (7.6) of [3] shows   h(x + y) > h(x)h(y)   or

equivalently,

(2.1) g(x + y)>Cg(x)g(y).

Let  a > 0  and  h > 0.  Then (2.1) shows

(2.2) /       g(y)dy > Cg(a) Í   g(x)dx.
Ja Jo
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Using the renewal theorem (Theorem 10.1 of [1]) we find from (2.2) that

-i

(2.3) lim g(a) <
1

/    g(x)da
Jo

In all cases when  6 > 0, g  is left continuous at  0  and   o(0+) = C  1.   (See [1].)

Thus letting  h | 0  in (2.3) we find

1
(2.4) lim g(a) <

Taking  x + y = a  in (2.1) we find

g(a) > Cg(x)g(a-x).

Thus

(2.5) hg(a) >C g(x)g(a - x) dx.
Ja — h

Since    o(0+) = C-1    we can, for any given   e > 0,    find    h > 0   such that

Cg(y) >l-e if 0 < y < h.  Thus for such  h

1-e  fa
g(a) > —r— \      g(x) dx.

h     Ja-h

Using the renewal theorem again we find

(2.6) lim g(a) >
1-e

It follows from (2.4) and (2.6) that  lima_oo g(a) = 1/6.   The renewal theorem also

shows
ra+h ra

lim    /        g(x)dx =    lim    /       g(x)dx = 0.
a^-°°Ja a^-°°Ja-h

Using this fact the same kind of argument shows  lima__00 g(x) = 0.

Proof of Theorem l. Observe that

(2.7) EN(a)2 = 2 f f g(x)g(y - x) dx dy.
Jo   Jo

Now

ER(a)2/C2 = -^ f  j  P(TX <oo,Ty< co) dx dy

= ~ \ i    i  P(TX <Ty<oo) + P(Ty <Tx<oo)    dx dy

= ■¿2 Í   i lP(T* < Ty)p^Tv < °°) + P(Tv < Tx)Py{Tx < co)] dx dy

pa    pa

^ [9{x)g(y-x)+g(y)g(x-y)]dxdy.
Jo Jo

Thus

(2.8) ER(a)2/C2 < EN(a)
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Now
roo ra

R(a)N(a) = dt       dx l[Tx<oo,l[0,a](Ai).
Jo       Jo

Thus
poo pa

(2.9) E[R(a)N(a)] = dt       dx P(TX < co, 0 < Xt < a).
Jo        Jo

But

(2.10) P(TX < oc, 0 < Xt < a) = [ P(TX E ds)Px(0 < Xt-S < a)
Jo

+ P(t < Tx < co, 0 < Xt < a).

Integrating (2.10) over  t  we find

roo

(2.11) /     P(TX < oo,0 < Xt < a) dt
Jo

ra roo

= P(TX < co) /   g(y - x)dy +        P(t < Tx < co, 0 < Xt < a) dt.
Jo Jo

Now

íJo
P(t <TX <oo,XtE [0,a]) dt

roo     ra

Jo    Jo
P(TX >t,XtE dy)Py(Tx < co) dt.

Let G{X}(0,A) = J™P(TX >t,Xt EÁ)dt and let G(x,A) = /0°° Px(Xt E A)dt
The first passage equation shows

G{x}(0,A) = G(0,A) - P(TX < œ)G(x,A).

Since  G(x, dy) = g(y — x) dy  it follows that

ra     roo ra

/    /     P(TX >t,XtE dy)Py(Tx < oo) dt = /   G{x}(0,dy)Py(Tx < co)
Jo  Jo Jo

ra ra

= /   g(y)Py(Tx <oo)dy- P(TX < co) /   g(y - x)Py(Tx < co) dy
Jo Jo

= C /   [g(y)g(x -y)dy- C2g(x)g(y - x)g(x - y)] dy.
Jo

Using (2.11) and (2.9) we find

(2.12) E[R(a)N(a)] = C f f g(x)g(y - x) dx dy
Jo   Jo

pa    pa

+ c /   /   g{y)9(x-y) dx dy
Jo  Jo

ra     ra

-C2 I    /   g(x)g(y - x)g(x - y) dx dy.
Jo  Jo

Using (2.7), (2.8), and (2.12) we find

(2.13) E
R(a)

C

n2

-A(o) <
ra     ra

2C g(x)g(y - x)g(x - y) dx dy.
Jo  Jo
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Now (1.2) will hold provided we can show

ra     ra

(2.14) lim (EN(a))-2 /    /   g(x)g(y - x)g(x - y) dx dy = 0.
a^°° Jo Jo

The assumption that [0, co) is a recurrent set implies that the process is either

type I or type II with mean 6 > 0. In either case lim^^-oo g(x) = 0. Thus for

given   e > 0   we can find   S < co   such that   g(—z) < e   for all   z > S.   Let

ip(x) = JQX g(z)g(—z)dz  and  M — supx g(x) < co. Now

ra      ra ra ra

/     /   g(x)g(y - x)g(x - y) dxdy =       g(a-x)tp(x)dx +       g(x)ip(x)dx
Jo   Jo Jo Jo

rô ra

= /   [g(a - x) + g(x)]tp(x) dx +       [g(a - x) + g(x)]ip(x) dx
Jo Jo

<M362 + 2e(f  g(x) dx J   +2M26 Í  g(x) dx.

Thus
pa    pa

ïirn" (¿?A(o))-2 /    /   g(x)g(y - x)g(x - y) dx dy < 2e.
a^°° Jo  Jo

Hence (2.14) holds.

PROOF OF  THEOREM 5.   The strong law of large number shows   Xt/t -» 6

as   t —* co   with probability one.   Fix   e > 0.    Then   3t0(uj)   such that for

t > t0(üj), (b - e)t < Xt(oj) < (6 + e)t  for all w  except perhaps for u>  in a set of

probability  0.   Assume  6-e>0  and  a>(6 + £)io-

ra/b+E

N(a)> 1[ o,a](Xt)dt = —--t0
Jto b + e

and
ra/b-E

N(a)<J \[0M(xt) dt < —

except for  u  in the exceptional set. Hence

1      .  ..       A(a)       — A(a)          1
<  hm   —i— <  hm —i—- <-.

6 + fc-      a3^o      a a^oo    a

Thus  N(a)/a —» 1/6 with probability one. Theorem 3 shows  EN (a) = /Qa g(x)dx

~ a/6  as  a —> co.

Let   ¿2t   be the Lebesgue measure of  {z: z = A,,   for some   s < t}.   Then for

ijj  not in the exceptional set

¿2(a) < Rt

for all   t > (b - e) A t0.   Assume   a/6 - e > t0.   Then   ¿2(a) < ¿2a/6_£.   For

B = {0}, {Xs + B,s <t} = {As, s < t}.  Thus by Theorem 4

lim Rt/t = C
t—>oo

with probability one. Hence for w  not in some set of probability  0.

r—   R(a)                    Ra/b-e           C
hm —¡— <  hm   —-= ;-.

a—>oo      a a—»oo
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Similarly
¿2(a) Ra/b+e - Rt0 C

hm - >  hm   —-=-
a-too     a a_+00 a ° + e

except for w in the exceptional set. Thus lima_oo R(a)/a = C/b with probability

one.   Since   0 < ¿2(o)/a < 1, £¿2(a)2/((?a)2 _ i/b2.   Thus   R(a)/Ca ^ 1/6.

Theorem 1 now shows that  N(a)/a -4 1/6.
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